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ABSTRACT

EMC implies quarks carry very little of the proton spin. (GA/GV)n--.p implies that valence

quarks carry 70% of the spin, but disagrees with SU(6). (GA/Gv)r.-..n agrees strikingly

with SU(6). All semileptonic decay data can be fit by SU(3), but no model fits the data

by breaking SU(6) without also breaking SU(3). Considerable data on hadron masses and

magnetic moments are fit by a simple constituent quark model with only constituent quarks.

A toy model for the proton with valence quarks and sea fits nearly everything.
TABLE 1. Theoretical Predictions and Experimental Values of GA/Gv

DECAY Simple SU(6) Constituent SU(6) SU(3) Experiment

n _ p 5/3 input input 1.261 ± 0.004

A _ p 1 0.756 ± 0.003 0.727 ± 0.007 0.718 ± 0.015

-- _ A 1/3 0.252 ±0.001 0.193 ±0.012 0.25 ± 0 05

E- ---, n -1/3 -0.252 ± 0.001 input -0.340 ± 0.017

The experimental values of GA/Gv for semileptonic nu=leon and A decays disagree

strongly with simple SU(6), but are fit by constituent SU(6), which fixes GA/GV fcr the

constituent quark to fit the nucleon decay dato. and reduces simple SU(6) predictions

by the same factor. The E data agree perfectly with simple SU(6) and disagree with

constituent SU(6). SU(3) fits h data within two standard deviations using the SU(3)

"equal spacing rule "1 with nucleon and E as input. All three predictions fit E data
within two standard deviations. The contrast between the SU(6) agreement with the

E and disagreement with N and A is a puzzle for model builders as is also any success

of SU(3) since no reasonable quark model breaks SU(6) without breaking SU(3).

The large value (GA/Gv)n--,p > 1 shows that the overlap with a proton of a state

produced by a d ---, u transition in a neutron is greater for spin-flip than non-flip,
while the EMC result 2'3 implies that the proton spin is carried mainly by non-quark-

spin degrees of freedom which are spectators in beta decay. This inconsistency can be

resolved by a toy-model 4 wave function

[B l') = cos 0 cos ¢]b T) + cos 0 sin el[be] T) + sin O[[bD] T) (1)



where Ibt) is the traditional three-quark SU(6) wave function, e and D denote addi-
tional isoscalar constituents respectively with vacuum quantum numbers jPC = 0++
and quantum numbers jPC = 1++ and which can represent combinations of quark-
antiquark pairs, gluons and orbital angular momentum.

From this wavefunction and the experimental result (GA/Gv),,_p _ (5/4)

(a,/a,)._, =(5/a) 0 - (5/9)sin 2 0 _ (5/4); sin0 _ -t-_/16. (2)

1 3

(Ev) =cos 20-_sin 20_-4 (3)

(Zs)-- _ {O T]2s ]D l) + _ sinq_ {D °] Es le) (4)

where Ev and Es denote respectively the contributions of the valence quark spins and
the spin of a sea of quark-antiquark pairs respectively to the spin of the proton.

The e component with vacuum quantum numbers which does not contribute to
magnetic moments, weak decays nor proton spin was overlooked in previous analyses, s
However its excitation to J = 1 in EMC can produce a relatively large contribution via
the off-diagonal element (D°l Es le). The direct effect on EMC of the D component
is proportional to sin20 and constrained to be small to fit GA/Gv. The off-diagonal
contribution is linear in sin0 and can be much larger as shown by the factor v/_
in eq. (4). The three-quark component preserves traditional quark model results for
magnetic moments, weak charges, etc. 6 except for the depolarization (3) which reduces
ali spin-dependent observables by 3/4.

The model-dependent matrix elements in eq. (4) have been evaluated 4 for a model
with a single quark-antiquark pair in a state of spin one coupled nonrelativistically to
3=0 or 1 with an additional angular momentum of unity, denoted by As, arising from
any combination of orbital angular momentum, gluons or other "inert" degrees of
freedom which do not contribute to weak decays nor EMC.

1 (6 2_22@sin¢-i ) (5a)=: s

1( 2_2267 )(As)=l-(Ev) -(Es)=-g -6 sin¢-i (5b)

Substituting into Eq. (4) the values of Es required to fit EMC data gives values of
sin ¢ = 1 + 0.3, nearly indepndent of the flavor content of the sea. _ This gives a baryon
wave function IB) with only a small amplitude to be a bare three-quark baryon, Ib).
The largest term in the wave function, I[be]T},contains the "inert" (0++) quark pair.
But the strangeness content of the sea is completely undetermined.

A constituent quark model with the same physics has the usual SU(6) wave
function for three and only three quarks having an internal structure directly analogous



• '_ the baryon wave function Eq. [1], with v denoting a valence current quark and
parameters determined by fitting data.

lcT} = cos Occos ¢cv T) + cos Ocsin Ce[re]T}+ sinO_l[vD] T) (6)

sin 0_ _-t-V_16; sin¢_ _ _ (1 - 8(a,)) (7)

where as denotes the contribution of the sea to the constituent quark spin and gives
the same values for sin ¢c as obtained in the previous case for sin ¢ for both models.

Many analyses of EMC suggested drastic modifications of the standard quark
model s'r which might destroy its successes in fitting other data. These had large values
of angular momentum carried by other degrees of freedom like a polarized sea of quark-
antiquark pairs, orbital angular momentum and gluons. The toy model (1) shows that
data can be fit without these drastic modifications, but the puzzles of Table I remain.

The new puzzles must be balanced against the many successes of a constituent
quark model with baryons made of three quarks, mesons of a quark-antiquark pair and
no additional degrees of freedom, s-ll All flavor dependence is in the constituent quark
effective masses denoted by mi which appear with the same values in additive mass
terms in the mass operator 11 and in a hyperfine interaction inversely proportional to

10
the product of these masses,

/>_jtri •aj _
M = _ mi + --- -- vi3. (8)

i . mimj

where vii is flavor independent and the effective mass includes not only the full single
particle energy with the kinetic energy but also the spin and flavor independent part
of the two-body interaction.

A very striking prediction for the sum of the proton and neutron magnetic mo-
ments 12'1a in impressive agreement with experiment and with a scale determined en-
tirely by masses and no free parameters follows from simply assuming isospin-symmetric
nucleon wave functions consisting only of u and d quarks having Dirac moments with
effective masses related to hadron masses by eq. (8) and neglecting orbital angular
momentum contributions.

#p + #, = 0.88 n.m. = #,(Szu>p + #a(S,a>p + #,(S,,), + #d(Sza),., =

Mp 2M, = 0.865 n.m. (9)
= (It,, + ltd)(Sz,, + Sza)p = 3m,, = MN + Na

Two more magnetic moment predictiens with no free parameters, and hadron mass
predictions for the "elementary excitations of the nucleon"; i.e. the excitations produced
by changing the flavor and/or the spin orientation of a single quark are

-1.46 = lt_eP= __3 (10a)
lth 2



#^ = -0.61n.m. = #P _ #p#_ot _ #pMr.. - Mr. = -0.61n.m. (lOb)
3 #EM-- 3 #_ot 3 Ma- MN

(m_ - m_,)s_ = Mh - MN = 177MEV = MN + Ma. ( MA -- MN _ 1) =
190MEV.

6 _ Mr.. - Mr.
(lla)

(m_ - m_),_ = 3(MK* -- Mp) + Mh- - M_) = la0 MeV4

3M o+M,_ ( M o-M,_ _1) = 178MEV. (llb)= 8 M--_K.- Mh-

where #_ol denotes the color magnetic moment of a quark of flavor f.10 Assuming the
same additive mass parameter mi for both mesons and baryons gives

(mu)Bar MN + Ma = 362MEV = (mu)Mes 3 1= 6 =8" M° +8"M_=306MeV" (llc)

The mass formula (8) also gives

440MEV = (M^-MN).(3- (MA -- MN)(m, + rna))
Ma--Ma

2rn_ = 451 MeV. (12)

The basic physics tested by these mass relations is the change in the hadron
mass when the spin of a quark is flipped or when the flavor of a nonstrange quark
in a nonstrange hadron is changed, as well as the relation between meson and baryon
masses. The success of these relations is based upon: (1) The validity of the mass

operator (8) with all the flavor dependence in the quark masses mi, and the same
value for mi in both terms. (2) The validity of first-order perturbation theory using the
same single albeit unknown unperturbed wave function for all states considered.
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